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Abstract
Neural networks are powerful tools. Applying them in computer systems—operating systems, databases, and networked systems—attracts much attention. However, neural networks are complicated black boxes that may produce unexpected results. To train networks with well-defined behaviors, we introduce ouroboros, a system that constructs verified neural networks. Verified neural networks are those that satisfy user-defined safety properties, known as specifications. Ouroboros builds verified networks by a training-verification loop that combines deep learning training and neural network verification. The system employs multiple techniques to fill the gap between today’s verification and the properties required for systems. Ouroboros also accelerates the training-verification loop by spec-aware learning. Our experiments show that ouroboros can train verified networks for five applications that we study and has a 2.8× speedup on average compared with the vanilla training-verification loop.

1 Introduction
Deep learning and neural networks are powerful. They have contributed to many fields, including computer vision, natural language processing, and speech recognition. Naturally, it attracts increasing attention to apply deep learning techniques to tasks in computer systems. For example, neural networks have been used for database indexes (Kraska et al., 2018), Internet congestion control (Jay et al., 2019), database query optimization (Krishnan et al., 2018), memory prefetching (Hashemi et al., 2018), memory allocator (Maas et al., 2020), I/O latency prediction (Hao et al., 2020), and circuit design (Wang et al., 2018a).

However, it remains challenging to use neural networks in critical components of systems. This is because the correctness of neural networks is defined by statistical performance on a dataset but not by deterministic behavior on specific rules. As a result, neural networks are generally treated as black boxes that may produce arbitrary results on unseen inputs. For example, a neural network based scheduler may attempt to schedule a job that is invalid (Mao et al., 2016).

The problem cannot be addressed solely by enhancing training. On the one hand, the training dataset cannot enumerate all possible valid cases. For example, if one wants to train a neural network as a database index, the training dataset is unable to cover all possible keys (both existing and non-existing keys) because there are infinitely many of them. On the other hand, training cannot prevent neural networks from producing unexpected results: even if all training data follows a safety rule, the network may violate the rule. For example, though all training data is sampled from a monotonic function, the neural network may fail to be monotonic. Wang et al. (2020) have seen this in learned cardinality estimation.

The lesson learned is that traditional training cannot enforce a neural network to obey specific rules. In this paper, we ask: how to train a neural network that verifiably complies with user-provided safety rules?

Prior work has introduced override rules (Mao et al., 2016; Katz, 2020) that update network outputs postmortem if they are invalid. However, this approach does not work for many systems for three reasons. First, not all safety properties can be specified by override rules. Consider schedulers as an example. It is unclear how to describe the non-starvation requirement as an override rule to fix individual scheduling decisions. Second, override rules may defeat the benefit of using neural networks in the first place. Many systems use neural networks because networks have smaller memory footprints and run faster. For example, learned database indexes (Kraska et al., 2018) use ML models to replace B-trees for performance. However, with override rules, the learned index will run slower. Finally, as a separate component, override rules must be synchronous with neural networks, which is error-prone during maintenance (Katz, 2020).

Instead of fixing outputs postmortem, we directly train neural networks that strictly follow user-provided safety properties, which we call verified neural networks. To do so, we introduce a system, ouroboros. Ouroboros combines deep learning training and neural network verification to train verified networks. Ouroboros trains a network in a traditional approach and uses neural network verification.
(NN-verification) to check if the candidate network satisfies user-provided properties. If yes,ouroboros successfully builds a verified neural network; otherwise, it iterates the training and verification. Figure 1 overviews this process.

The idea of this training-verification loop is not new. It has been extensively explored by multiple communities: in control theory, this is the classic feedback loop (Doyle et al., 2013); in programming language, this is called counterexample-guided inductive synthesis (Solar-Lezama, 2013); in deep learning, this is known as counterexample-guided learning (Dreossi et al., 2018) or certified robust training (Shi et al., 2021; Müller et al., 2022). Pulina & Tacchella (2011) and others (Gowal et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019a) have explore how to build robust neural networks.

Compare with prior work,ouroboros is the first (a) end-to-end system to train verified neural networks that (b) fully comply with (c) safety properties of computer systems. There are no prior systems that simultaneously provide (a)–(c). In particular, different from traditional robust models such as robust image classifiers (Bertsimas et al., 2011), neural networks for systems (short as NN4Sys) require fully compliance with the provided safety properties; otherwise, their usage in critical scenarios poses safety risks.

To build verified NN4Sys, there are two major challenges:

**Challenge 1: verification of diverse properties.** Ensuring correctness in computer systems such as operating systems, databases, and network systems requires sophisticated properties, which we call specifications. This differs from today’s focus on robustness properties, which simply check for all inputs in an input domain, whether outputs fall within a given output domain. Through studying NN4Sys applications, we have observed that developers also demand other categories of specifications, specifically, probabilistic specifications and monotonicity specifications. While techniques exist to address these specifications (Weng et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020), no prior work has integrated all three specification verifications under a unified framework.

**Challenge 2: full compliance with specifications.** Another unique challenge of building verified neural networks for systems is achieving full compliance. Unlike traditional machine learning tasks, systems require specifications to be satisfied at all time, as the consequences of violating them can be severe. To achieve full compliance, the learning procedure must place emphasis on learning from the specifications; meanwhile, it is essential to balance the focus on specifications and learning from the training data, which represents average performance. It is a challenge to train networks that perform well on average cases and maintain reliability under worst cases.

In particular, this paper makes the following contributions:

- **Supporting diverse specifications (§4).** We integrate three categories of specifications—reachability specifications, probabilistic specifications and monotonicity specifications—into a unified framework to support constructing verified NN4Sys.
- **Spec-aware learning (§5).** We introduce spec-aware learning that accelerates learning from specifications by combining multiple techniques, including spec-aware data sampling and early rejection.
- **A built system and five verified NN4Sys (§6, §7).** We implementouroboros as an end-to-end system and experiment with it on five existing applications (Kraska et al., 2018; Maas et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2015; Hao et al., 2020).ouroboros is able to construct verified versions of these applications.

Our experiments (§8) show thatouroboros accelerates the training-verification loop by up to $7.0 \times (2.8 \times$ on average), and the verified neural networks have comparable test set accuracy to the traditional networks on all five applications.

## 2 Motivation and background

Neural networks for systems (NN4Sys) have recently attracted a lot of attention: people propose a broad range of applications, including databases, networked systems, and operating systems. We list a few below.

**Neural networks for systems.** Kraska et al. (Kraska et al., 2018) propose learned indexes for databases. They replace classic database indexes (like B-Tree) with neural networks. There is a line of work (Ding et al., 2020b;a; Tang et al., 2020; Marcus et al., 2020a) to optimize the performance of learned indexes and extend learned indexes to different environments. In addition, neural networks have also been used for database cardinality estimation (Liu et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2020) and query optimization (Krishnan et al., 2018; Marcus et al., 2019; 2020b). In networked systems, people use neural networks for congestion control (Jay et al., 2019), datacenter network traffic optimization (Chen et al., 2018; Salman et al., 2018), resource allocation and scheduling (Mao et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2017; Mao et al., 2019),
optimizing video streaming (Mao et al., 2017), and packet classification (Liang et al., 2019). In operating systems, there are proposals to use neural networks for predicting I/O latency (Hao et al., 2020), page prefetching and job scheduling (Qiu et al., 2021). Also, Zhang & Huang (2019) explore the opportunities and challenges for building a “learned” operating system.

However, neural networks are black boxes and may produce unexpected results. For example, a learned scheduler may schedule an invalid job; an NN-based database index may exceed its error bounds when querying non-existing keys. One approach to verify the network behaviors is NN-verification.

**Neural network verification.** Neural network verification provides formal guarantees of neural network input-output properties: if an input satisfies a condition, then the corresponding output satisfies another condition. The promise of neural network verification is that given a trained neural network and an input-output property, a verifier either accepts (meaning the network satisfies this property) or rejects with a counterexample that violates the property.

In this paper, we call the above input-output properties, reachability specifications, which we define as follows. Formally, consider a neural network as a function \( f \) to which inputs denote as \( x \in D_x \) and outputs are \( y \in D_y \), where \( D_x \) and \( D_y \) are the domain and range of \( f \). Users can define a reachability specification by providing a pair of domains as \( (x \in X, y \in Y) \), where \( X \subseteq D_x \) and \( Y \subseteq D_y \). And a reachability specification is written as:

\[
\forall x, \ x \in X \implies y = f(x) \in Y
\]

Neural network verification has been extensively studied. Existing neural network verification methods can be broadly categorized into reachability-based methods (Tran et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2018d; Gehrt et al., 2018) and optimization-based methods (Lomuscio & Maganti, 2017; Tjeng et al., 2017; Rahgounathan et al., 2018; Ehlers, 2017). We refer readers to Liu et al. (2019) for more verification techniques.

**Ouroboros’s verification.** In our implementation (§7), ouroboros uses Neurify (Wang et al., 2018b). Although ouroboros tailors algorithms to support other specifications (such as probabilistic and monotonicity specifications, §4), the core verification algorithm remains unchanged.

### 3 A CASE STUDY: VERIFIED LEARNED INDEX

This section provides a case study of a verified learned index to illustrate the workflow of training a verified neural network for systems. The case study overviews (a) what specifications look like and (b) how training-verification loop works.

**The problem.** Database learned index (Kraska et al., 2018) is an attempt to use ML models to replace traditional index data structure such as B-tree, where the underlying data are sorted by keys. Inputs to learned indexes are database keys; outputs are predicted data positions. Because the predictions are not exact, the database needs to do a local search (e.g., binary search) to find the true position.

One challenge of using neural networks for indexing is that, for the infinitely many non-existing keys (the keys that are not in the training dataset), there is no guarantee about prediction errors because the network hasn’t seen them. Therefore, instead of neural networks, recent works on learned index use piecewise linear models (Ferragina & Vinciguerra, 2020) or other monotonic functions (Marcus et al., 2020c) as the ML models. They work well for one-dimensional keys but face difficulties in handling multi-dimensional keys. Instead, we use a different approach: we use NN-verification to ensure that the prediction errors are bounded for non-existing keys.

**Specifications.** The correctness property of a learned index is as follows (Marcus et al., 2020a): for any given database key, including non-existing keys, the learned index’s prediction should be within \( \epsilon \) slots away from its true position \( \epsilon \) is a user-defined error bound. Note that because the underlying data are sorted, non-existing keys also have their true positions: between the keys immediately smaller and immediately larger than them.

To define the specifications for an entire learned index, we split the key space \( K \) according to existing keys, and assert that for keys within a range (e.g., \( [K[i], K[i+1]) \)), a prediction must not differ from the true position \( DB(key) \) beyond an error bound \( \epsilon \). Formally, this specification reads as \( (f \) is the network; \( DB \) is the ground truth; \( \epsilon \) is the error bound):

\[
\forall \text{key} \in [K[i], K[i+1]], \quad f(\text{key}) \in [DB(\text{key}) - \epsilon, DB(\text{key}) + \epsilon]
\]

#### Training-verification loop

As mentioned earlier (§1), the training-verification loop iterates the training and the verification procedures until the network passes the verification. When networks fail verification, the verifier returns counterexamples. Counterexamples of learned index are the keys (say \( k \in [k_i, k_j] \)) whose network outputs exceed the error bound (i.e., \( f(k) < DB(k_i) - \epsilon \) or \( f(k) > DB(k_j) + \epsilon \)). We assign the correct labels to these counterexamples according to specifications, add them to the training dataset, and start the next round of training. This is an establish approach sometimes known as counterexample-guided learning (Dreossi et al., 2018). Similar approaches have also been explored elsewhere (Doyle et al., 2013; Solar-Lezama, 2013).

**Data augmentation vs. regularization.** In general, there are two main approaches to incorporate the feedback from verification: data augmentation (Pulina & Tacchella, 2011; Tan et al., 2021) and regularization (Zhang et al., 2019a; Fan & Li, 2021). Data augmentation guides learning by adding data (i.e., counterexamples) to training datasets; whereas,
regularization appends a regularization term to the loss function (sometimes called robust loss) for penalizing cases that fail verification.

ouroboros uses data augmentation. There are two main reasons why we choose data augmentation over regularization for ouroboros. First, verified NN4Sys requires full compliance with the specifications. For full compliance, data augmentation offers better performance as it allows us to fine-tune the percentage of training data generated from the specifications. Second, NN4Sys typically uses low-dimensional inputs (fewer than a dozen), which limits the search space of counterexamples and enables us to find high-quality spec-aware data.

To confirm our observation, we did an experiment using data augmentation (described above) and regularization (described below) to train the same monolithic network as a learned index. The network is a four-layer fully-connected network with 128-width each layer; the training data is a synthetic database with 145K integer keys sampled from a log-normal distribution. We implement our regularization similar to CROWN-IBP (Zhang et al., 2019a) with a robust loss term of $(y_{\text{bound}} - \hat{y})^2$, where $y_{\text{bound}}$ is the upper/lower bound computed by verification and $\hat{y}$ is the true bounds (i.e., $DB(\text{key}) \pm \epsilon$). The data augmentation produces the verified learned index in 4 hours; and the regularization timed out after 24 hours of training.

Challenges and opportunities. The learned index is one example of NN4Sys. By studying multiple NN4Sys, we find two challenges to train verified networks. One is about specification capability and the second is about performance.

1. Diverse specifications: for many NN4Sys, the safety rules require more expressive specifications than reachability specifications. For example, cardinality estimation requires monotonicity, and bloom filter requires probabilistic specifications.

2. Full compliance requires efficient learning from specifications: it is inefficient to learn from few counterexamples each round, and run full verification each round. We do not have to use expensive verification if networks have superficial flaws; and we could augment the training dataset more efficiently by sampling the counterexamples according to specifications.

We propose techniques to address these two challenges in section 4 and 5, respectively.

4 Verifying common specifications for computer systems

As mentioned earlier (§1), today’s neural network verification techniques support a limited set of specifications. In this section, we introduce how ouroboros supports common specifications that cover most neural networks for systems that we study (§6, Figure 5).

Common specifications. We study the existing neural networks for systems (Kraska et al., 2018; Maas et al., 2020; Dai & Shrivastava, 2019; Byun & Lim, 2021; Liu et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2020; Hao et al., 2020) and distill three categories of specifications: reachability specifications, probabilistic specifications, and monotonicity specifications. Admittedly, these specifications are not comprehensive. Nevertheless, they cover a wide range of applications (§6). Our future work is to discover more useful specification categories and draw a line of what can and cannot be expressed by these specification categories.

Both probabilistic and monotonicity specifications have been studied before. Weng et al. (2019) and Berrada et al. (2021) provide verifiable probabilistic guarantees for neural networks; Liu et al. (2020) and others (Sivaraman et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2021) explore monotonicity of neural networks. In ouroboros, we use iterative refinements (Wang et al., 2018c) to verify probabilistic and monotonicity specifications, which we will elaborate in section 4.1 and 4.2.

4.1 Verifying probabilistic specifications

Probabilistic specification describes a neural network obeying rules with some given probability. It is useful when either the guarantees hold probabilistically (for example, in probabilistic data structures) or users want to give some leeway to neural networks (namely, allowing false predictions). For example, bloom filters have probabilistic specifications (see details in §6). This is a category of specifications that prior neural network verification methods have little support. We define probabilistic specifications below.

Given a network $f$ and its input and output $x$ and $y$, users can define a probabilistic specification by specifying a reachability specification $\langle X', Y' \rangle$ (defined in §2) and a probability
To verify probabilistic specifications,

\[
P \text{indicating how likely the reachability specification holds.}
\]

The probabilistic specification is written as:

\[\forall x, \ x \in X \implies \Pr(y \in Y \mid y = f(x)) > P\] (2)

Ouroboros’s probabilistic specification verification reduces to proving the following statement: in the network input space, the fraction of the “area” in which the specification holds over the entire space is greater than the threshold \(P\). By default, Ouroboros assumes the input distribution is uniformly random, when calculating probability. Users can also specify other input distributions by providing user-defined sampling functions; then, Ouroboros will compute the weighted volume based on the cumulated distribution.

To verify probabilistic specifications, Ouroboros iteratively refines the space that hasn’t been verified safe (called unverified space) as Wang et al. (2018c) does. The difference is Wang et al. (2018c) stops when finding a counterexample, while Ouroboros continues and keeps track of the space verified safe (called verified-safe space) and its volume. Ouroboros terminates when either the area of verified-safe space is greater than the threshold (an accept) or the area of unverified space is larger than the complementary percentage of the threshold (a reject). Figure 2 demonstrates an example of verifying a probabilistic specification with \(P = 95\%\). Figure 3 depicts the verification algorithm.

Our probabilistic specifications have different guarantees compared to prior work: Berrada et al. (2021) provide probabilistic guarantees under uncertainties, whereas we provide deterministic guarantees by verifying the percentage of the input set that satisfies the property. While our current method works for low-dimensional inputs, it does scale well with higher input dimensionality. To address this issue, we plan to incorporate the probabilistic guarantees in Ouroboros in the near future.

4.2 Verifying monotonicity

Previous specifications focus on single neural network inference—specifying the relationship between one input and its corresponding output. Sometimes systems require properties that among multiple inferences, for example, monotonicity. Monotonicity is a widely used correctness property in systems. An example is database cardinality estimation (§6), a procedure to estimate the number of database rows returned by a SQL statement. Users want that if two SQL statements query the same database and one queries a subset of the other, then the neural network output (that is, the number of returned rows) of the subset query should be smaller than the other’s. We define monotonicity specifications as follows.

Given a network \(f\), two inputs \(x_0\) and \(x_1\) in some input domain \(X\), a monotonically increasing specification reads as:

\[\forall x_0, x_1 \in X. \ \forall i, x_0[i] \geq x_1[i] \implies f(x_0)[i] \geq f(x_1)[i]\] (3)

where \(j\) is an output dimension provided by users.

To verify the monotonicity of a neural network, Ouroboros computes the lower and upper bounds of the network gradients with respect to inputs. We use the same gradient computing method as ReluVal (Wang et al., 2018c). ReluVal uses gradient bounds for heuristic iterative refinement.
while we use gradient bounds to verify monotonicity. Specifically, for a given input space, (i) if the lower bound is greater than 0, then ouroboros can safely conclude that the network is monotonically increasing; (ii) if the upper bound is less than 0, then the network is monotonically decreasing; (iii) if the lower bound is less than 0 while the upper bound is greater than 0, ouroboros uses iterative refinement (the same procedure in verifying probabilistic specifications, §4.1). Namely, ouroboros divides the input space into smaller subspaces to reduce over-approximation until the network is monotonic on the input space. Note that iterative refinement will eventually terminate because the number of activation functions in a neural network is finite, meaning the number of non-linear “parts” is finite, hence the number of refinements is finite. Figure 3 describes the algorithm to verify monotonicity specifications.

Our approach differs from prior monotonicity verifications (Liu et al., 2020; Sivaraman et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2021) in two major ways. First, ouroboros does not modify networks, whereas some prior work needs certain network architectures. Second, ouroboros uses a reachability approach to calculate gradients instead of using SMT solvers or optimization approaches for better scalability.

5 Spec-aware learning

The naïve training-verification loop is expensive and inefficient: it trains models blindly without incorporating specifications. To accelerate the training-verification loop, we introduce spec-aware learning that co-designs training and verification by using two main techniques:

1. Spec-aware data: ouroboros generates spec-aware data from specifications and verification results, then adds the data to the next round of training to guide learning.

2. Early rejection: early rejection is a shortcut for the networks that fail known hard specifications: ouroboros spot-checks these specifications on the networks and (if fail) rejects them before verification.

Spec-aware learning overview. Figure 4 depicts spec-aware learning and ouroboros’s workflow.

A trainer trains a neural network. When the trainer finishes training, it sends the network to a spec-aware checker. The checker spot-checks if the network fails any hard specifications from prior rounds. If so, the checker early rejects; otherwise, the network is sent to a verifier.

The verifier conducts NN-verification. If the network passes the verification, the loop terminates and we get a verified network; if the network fails, the verifier produces counterexamples. Based on the counterexamples, a spec-aware generator develops spec-aware data that will be added to the training data of the next round.

Generating spec-aware data. We observe that the vanilla training-verification loop, doesn’t use specifications efficiently for two main reasons: (1) the “coverage” of counterexamples is limited. The verifier will stop when it finds one counterexample, which represents one way that the neural network violates specifications. The network however might fail specifications in many ways—think of a multiple dimensional input space; the network can violate specifications in many directions. (2) sometimes, the counterexamples are “outliers” and it requires multiple rounds to reveal the true specification boundary. In particular, it is beneficial for training to have both positive and negative cases across the specification boundary.

As a response to our two observations, ouroboros generates spec-aware data using two approaches. First, unlike traditional verifiers that find a counterexample and stop, ouroboros customizes the verification algorithm so that it returns multiple counterexamples sampled from different “locations” of the explored space. Second, ouroboros further samples around the counterexamples according to the specifications to create high-quality spec-aware data for training. Ouroboros has a component called spec-aware data generator. It uses the counterexamples and the specifications to create new samples around the specification decision boundary. For example, a learned index may violate specifications by predicting a key (say an integer) far away from its true position. The generator will sample around the failed keys and add them to the training dataset. Similar ideas have been explored in other scenarios (Kong et al., 2018).

A challenge: counterexamples without labels. In some applications, ouroboros finds the counterexamples but doesn’t know their corresponding true labels, so that these counterexamples cannot be directly added to the training data. As a toy example, if we require that a network \( f \) and its input \( x \) satisfy that \( x < 10 \implies f(x) < 10 \). We may find a counterexample: \( x = 5, f(x) = 20 \). However, ouroboros does not know how to correct the output 20, that is, what \( f(x) \) should be. To address this challenge, we add a specification aware loss. Following the above example, ouroboros adds a loss \( L = \max(f(x) - 10, 0) \). With the loss, even if the true labels are missing, ouroboros can still optimize the network towards the specification satisfaction direction.
Early rejection. Neural network verification is expensive. Ideally, we only use verification whenever we have to. However, we observe that, often, neural networks go to the verifier with superficial flaws. For example, neural networks haven’t been sufficiently trained to learn some spec-aware data from the last round. To address this problem, we introduce early rejection. Early rejection allows ouroboros to skip expensive verifications by spot-checking several data points that are supposed to be “hard to learn”: our current implementation uses counterexamples from prior rounds of verification. Similarly, prior work (Anderson et al., 2019) uses optimization approaches to find “adversarial examples”, but this is too expensive in our setup. Our near-future work is to study how to efficiently construct a data set that maximizes the rejecting probability.

An optimization: fine-tuning + early rejection. When networks satisfy almost all specifications, ouroboros fine-tunes (Bengio, 2012; Yosinski et al., 2014) them by freezing the beginning multiple layers and only updating weights in the latter layers during training. Fine-tuning and early rejection provide a quick and efficient feedback loop for neural networks to learn those difficult specifications.

6 Put it all together—applications

People have proposed many applications to use neural networks in computer systems, including databases learned index (Kraska et al., 2018), memory allocator (Maas et al., 2020), and OS I/O management (Hao et al., 2020), to name a few. All of these applications use traditional neural networks. To evaluate ouroboros in practice, we reproduce five applications, design specifications for them, and train verified neural networks to replace the original traditional networks. The five applications are: learned database index (Kraska et al., 2018), learned memory manager (Maas et al., 2020), NN-based cardinality estimation (Liu et al., 2015), LinnOS (Hao et al., 2020) (an SSD latency predictor in OS), and learned bloom filter (Kraska et al., 2018). Figure 5 describes these applications in detail.
Table 1: Implementing the verifier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ouroboros component</th>
<th>LOC written/changed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>neural network trainer</td>
<td>150 lines of Python</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neural network verifier</td>
<td>400 lines of Julia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>training-verification loop</td>
<td>800 lines of Python</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>five applications</td>
<td>700 lines of Python</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Components of ouroboros implementation.

Of course, there are many other applications. We choose applications based on three main metrics. First, we pick applications from a diverse set of system areas. For example, learned indexes and cardinality estimation are from databases, memory managers are for programming language runtime, storage latency predictors are used in OS kernel, and bloom filters have been applied in a broad range of systems. Second, we intentionally diversify the applications’ specifications to cover all three specification categories. We skip some promising applications because their specifications are similar to others. Finally, we prioritize the applications that haven’t been studied by prior neural network verification work (Eliyahu et al., 2021; Dethise et al., 2021).

Note that we simplify some networks compared to the original proposal. We elaborate the modification details in the implementation section (§7). The simplification is because the current ouroboros supports only feedforward neural networks, which is a limitation. It is our near-future work to add more neural network operations and architectures (e.g., recurrent neural networks).

7 Implementation

Implementation overview. Figure 6 lists ouroboros’s components. Ouroboros uses PyTorch v1.8.1 to implement the trainer, and uses the verification toolbox NeuralVerification.jl (ver, 2021; Liu et al., 2019) to implement the verifier. We use Python to implement the training-verification loop module which includes the spec-aware checker (conducting early rejection) and the spec-aware generator (generating spec-aware data).

Verifier. We use Neurify (Wang et al., 2018b) as our base verification algorithm and extend it with (1) returning multiple counterexamples in each verification, (2) incremental specification, and (3) memorizing verification history for each specification. The verifier needs to keep track of the status of specifications because the order of verifying specifications matters: ouroboros’s verifier prioritizes failed specifications, instead of blindly verifying all the specifications in the given order. This is because previously verified safe specifications are likely to be safe. The verifier revisits the verified safe specifications when the network passes other specifications.

Computing gradients. People have intensively studied how to calculate bounds for the gradients (Laurel et al., 2022; Jordan et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2019b). In our implementation, we compute the symbolic gradient bound leveraging the symbolic representation of Neurify (Wang et al., 2018b). The symbolic gradient bound is an over-approximation and can be refined when the input set gets split.

Applications. We also rewrite the five applications in Figure 5 using Python and PyTorch. We have reimplemented all five applications (Figure 5) using feed-forward neural networks. The network configurations are listed in Figure 7.

Specifications. Figure 5 describes the high-level specifications. For LearnedIndex, we use an error bound $\epsilon = 1000$. MemManager produces outputs indicating objects’ lifetimes, which are categorized into five different groups from shortest to longest. Our specification mandates that predictions should not differ by more than one category. With regard to CardEsti, we require SQL queries for two columns (the page_len and page_latest in table page of the Wikipedia; see §8) to be monotonic. As for LatPredictor, we require the predicted IO latency (the output) to be monotonic with respect to the IO queue length (one dimension of the input). Finally, for BloomFilter, we require the false positive rate to be $\leq 2.5$.

8 Experimental evaluation

In this section, we answer three questions:

- How long does it take ouroboros to train a verified neural network, and how does that compare to baselines?
- Compared with traditional neural networks, how do verified neural networks perform?
- How does the performance of verified neural networks compare to that of traditional data structures?

Benchmarks and datasets. We use the five applications in Figure 5 as benchmarks in our experiments. Their networks are specified in Figure 7. Here are their training datasets:

- Learned index (LearnedIndex): we use the synthetic dataset used by the Kraska et al. (2018): we sample 120K integer keys from a lognormal distribution.
- Learning-based memory manager (MemManager): we

Figure 7: Network architectures. “FC” means fully-connected feed-forward neural networks. The number after “FC” indicates the number of neurons in each layer. Layers are separated by dashes. LearnedIndex has two stages of networks, as proposed by the original paper (Kraska et al., 2018).
In this experiment, normal training is faster than the vanilla loop. Figure 8 shows the results.

We run ouroboros in a machine with an AMD EPYC 7773X 64-Core Processor, 256 GB RAM, and a NVIDIA RTX A5000 GPU. The machine uses Ubuntu 20.04. The software we use is PyTorch v1.8.1 and Julia v1.8.5.

8.1 Training verified neural networks with ouroboros

Baselines. In this section, we consider training networks with two baselines:

• Normal training: running traditional training without verification. The outputs will be traditional neural networks that do not fully comply with specifications.

• Vanilla loop: the training-verification loop proposed by NeVer (Pullina & Tacchella, 2011) which adds counterexamples to the next round of training.

Network training time. We run ouroboros and two baselines on all five applications, and record their end-to-end training time from starting the training job to getting the final network. Figure 8 shows the results.

In this experiment, normal training is faster than the vanilla loop and ouroboros because it doesn’t perform verifica-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Apps</th>
<th>normal</th>
<th>vanilla</th>
<th>ouroboros</th>
<th>speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LearnedIndex</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1.0×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MemManager</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7.0×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CardEsti</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>2.7×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LatPredictor</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1.9×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BloomFilter</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>TO</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>&gt;1.3×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Running time (in seconds) for training traditional and verified neural networks. The “speedup” column indicates ouroboros’s speedup versus the vanilla loop. “TO” means time out (600 sec).

Figure 9: The training and verification switches and the model accuracy changes for CardEsti (top) and BloomFilter (bottom).
to different applications. For LearnedIndex, no techniques improve training because the specifications are relatively easy to satisfy. We looked into the training and found that the stage1 model (the largest network of LearnedIndex) satisfies its specifications after the first round of training, and ouroboros techniques are not involved at all. So, training performance is almost the same for all variants. For MemManager and CardEsti, spec-aware data plays a major role in accelerating learning. For early rejection, it doesn’t help much in the first four applications because verifying reachability specifications and monotonicity specifications are relatively fast. But, early rejection contributes meaningfully for the BloomFilter given verifying probabilistic specifications is challenging and computationally expensive.

8.2 Verified neural networks vs. traditional networks

To understand if our oboros sacrifices model accuracy for safety, we compare both the verified neural networks and traditional neural networks for four applications. (We exclude the LearnedIndex because Kraska et al. (2018)’s original design requires to replace the neural networks that fail specifications with B-trees, which is different from other applications in this experiment.) There are two categories of test sets. One is generated using the traditional approach that we divide the data collected from the four applications into 80:20, and use the 20% data as normal test sets. The other test set comes from specifications. We collect the counterexamples generated by the verification phases and use them as specification test sets. We evaluate the model accuracy of certified and traditional networks on the two test sets. Figure 11 shows the results.

We see that verified neural networks have comparable performance for normal test sets, and outperform traditional networks on specification test sets. Note that the spec dataset accuracy of BloomFilter is not 100% because this application uses probabilistic specifications. Moreover, the accuracy in the spec dataset is pessimistic because the spec dataset contains counterexamples that sit between decision boundaries, which are hard to predict right.

8.3 Execution performance of verified neural networks

In this section, we answer the question how classic and verified neural networks work in systems compared with existing data structures. We experiment with three applications: LearnedIndex, BloomFilter, and LatPredictor.

Baselines and setup. For LearnedIndex, we choose RMI (Kraska et al., 2018) and B-Tree as baselines. We use the original RMI implementation in C++ from RMI authors (sos, 2023), and a C++ implementation of B-Trees (btr, 2023). The dataset is from a standard learned index benchmark, SOSD (Marcus et al., 2020a); we downsampled its face dataset to 150K. For BloomFilter, our baseline is the scalable bloom filter (Almeida et al., 2007), the highest-starred bloom filter implementation on GitHub. The dataset is the Crimes in Boston (bos, 2021) from Kaggle. For LatPredictor, we port the original LinnOS (Hao et al., 2020) from TensorFlow to PyTorch and generate two variants: Linn05-binary is the original model that does binary classification (fast IO or slow IO). We simply LinnOS’ inputs to nine dimensions (was 31) to align with the training data.

Metrics. For all models, we measure the throughputs (requests per second), latency (serving one single request), and their memory consumptions (size in KB). For throughputs, all neural networks—including ours and baselines that use neural networks—use batching and run on GPUs; others run on CPUs without batching. For latencies, all models serve a single request with no batching. Neural networks run on GPUs; others run on CPUs. For LearnedIndex, we
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>application</th>
<th>model</th>
<th>throughput</th>
<th>latency (µs or ns)</th>
<th>size (KB)</th>
<th>avg/max err</th>
<th>FP%</th>
<th>accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LearnedIndex</td>
<td>verified NN4Sys</td>
<td>9.8M</td>
<td>351 µs</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>245/906</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>classic NN4Sys</td>
<td>9.8M</td>
<td>377 µs</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>239/905</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMI (49KB)</td>
<td>24.5M</td>
<td>41 µs</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.7/8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMI (6KB)</td>
<td>20.4M</td>
<td>49 ns</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.2/20</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B-Tree</td>
<td>5.1M</td>
<td>195 ns</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BloomFilter</td>
<td>verified NN4Sys</td>
<td>147.1K</td>
<td>85 µs</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>classic NN4Sys</td>
<td>148.1K</td>
<td>84 µs</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>56.2%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bloom Filter (1%)</td>
<td>333.0K</td>
<td>3 µs</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bloom Filter (2%)</td>
<td>345.5K</td>
<td>3 µs</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LatPredictor</td>
<td>verified NN4Sys</td>
<td>172.9K</td>
<td>77 µs</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>97.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>classic NN4Sys</td>
<td>173.2K</td>
<td>81 µs</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>96.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LinnOS-binary</td>
<td>172.5K</td>
<td>76 µs</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>96.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12: Execution performance of baselines and verified neural networks. In throughputs, “M” is used to denote a million, and “K” for a thousand. “avg/max err” represent the average and max error that learned indexes predict. “FP%” means false positive rates for bloom filters. “accuracy” indicates the accuracy of IO latency predictions.

measure the average and max errors which represent the inaccuracy of model’s prediction (we do not include the local search procedure for RMI and our models). For BloomFilter, we show the false positive rates for baselines and our models. For LatPredictor, we show the accuracy results: for LinnOS-binary, this is the accuracy of binary classification; for our model, this is the accuracy of predicting IO latency.

Results. Figure 12 depicts the results. For LearnedIndex, there is no significant difference between verified NN4Sys and unverified NN4Sys for the same reason we mentioned in 8.1. RMI have 2.5× higher throughput than verified NN4Sys. Latency-wise, RMI and B-Trees are much faster; this is due to GPU-CPU data transfer and unoptimized NN4Sys: the latency of NN4Sys can be improved by model quantization, pruning, and model compilation. A deeper reason why RMI works well is that this dataset is a one-dimension to one-dimension mapping, and linear models work really well on 1D-inputs. For BloomFilter, verified NN4Sys has comparable performance with traditional bloom filters in throughputs, with the similar false positive rate, which is much lower compared with the unverified NN4Sys. We expect to have better performance when using inference-oriented hardware accelerators (like neural processor units). For LatPredictor, unverified NN4Sys and verified NN4Sys both have better prediction accuracy compared with LinnOS-binary because LinnOS-binary is tiny for fast inference (the original implementation compiles the TensorFlow model into CPU-friendly implementation; we do not port this process.) Because the verified neural networks have been trained to be monotonic, which reflects the common sense, it performs better than unverified NN4Sys.

9 Related work

Training-verification loop. The “loop” idea is a reminiscence of the feedback loop in control theory (Doyle et al., 2013). NeVer (Pulina & Tacchella, 2011) first introduces the idea of training-verification loop in the context of neural network verification. Later, other systems (Dvijotham et al., 2018; Tan et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2021) explore similar ideas to construct neural networks with provable guarantees. Ouroboros is the first system designed for training verified neural networks for systems, with supports to probabilistic specifications and monotonicity specifications.

Neural network verification for systems. There are many attempts to replace system components with neural networks (Kraska et al., 2018; Maas et al., 2020; Dai & Shrivastava, 2019; Byun & Lim, 2021; Liu et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2020; Hao et al., 2020). One challenge they face is that neural networks are black boxes and do not strictly follow safety properties. Several tools (Kazak et al., 2019; Eliyahu et al., 2021; Dethise et al., 2021) address this challenge by using neural network verification to check whether the networks used in computer systems are safe. Compare with these tools, Ouroboros uses the same techniques but for a different purpose. Ouroboros aims at constructing networks that satisfy specifications, instead of only checking if networks satisfy the specifications.

10 Conclusion

Verified neural networks are networks that are proven to comply with specifications. They are useful for scenarios that have strong safety requirements, for example, critical computer systems. Ouroboros is a system that enables users to train verified neural networks. With Ouroboros, people can finally trust their neural networks.
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A Artifact Appendix

A.1 Abstract

Ouroboros is a system to train verified neural networks for computer systems. Ouroboros has several parts: The training part trains models given the normal data and counterexample data. The verification part verifies models with given specifications and return counterexamples, which contains a modified version of NeuralVerification.jl package. The training verification loop part connects training and verification, and guides the selection of counterexamples and counterexample-guided training.

A.2 Artifact check-list (meta-information)

- Algorithm: Neural Network Verification
- Run-time environment: Ubuntu 20.04
A.3 Description

A.3.1 How delivered
Ouroboros’s code and experiment datasets can be found at https://github.com/Khoury-srg/Ouroboros.

A.3.2 Hardware dependencies
Ouroboros does not require specific hardware to run. But with GPUs, the performance of ouroboros’s training phase will be accelerated.

A.3.3 Software dependencies
This program relies on the following software: julia1.8.5, python3.7+, pytorch.

A.3.4 Data sets
The datasets are contained in our repository.

A.4 Installation
Install miniconda and julia. Git clone the repository.

```
#!/bin/bash
wget https://repo.anaconda.com/miniconda/Miniconda3-
py37_23.1.0-1-Linux-x86_64.sh
bash Miniconda3-py37_23.1.0-1-Linux-x86_64.sh
wget https://julialang-s3.julialang.org/bin/linux/
x64/1.8/julia-1.8.5-linux-x86_64.tar.gz
```

tar xzf julia-1.8.5-linux-x86_64.tar.gz

git clone git@github.com:Khoury-srg/Ouroboros.git

Add the following line to `.bashrc`.

```
export PATH="$PATH:/path/to/<Julia_directory>/bin"
```

Configure julia and install NeuralVerification from our repo.

```
source ~/.bashrc
julia
```

Inside julia

```
using Pkg
Pkg.develop(path="/path/to/ouroboros/
    NeuralVerification.jl")
Pkg.add("LazySets")
```

# Exit by CTRL+D

Setup python environment

```
conda create --name ouroboros python==3.7
conda activate ouroboros
pip3 install torch torchvision torchaudio pandas
    onnx onnxruntime matplotlib annoy julia
```

Inside python

```
import julia
julia.install()
```

A.5 Experiment workflow
The following command runs all experiments.

```
cd /path/to/ouroboros/src
python run_exp.py
```

To draw all figures and generate the table in our paper:

```
cd /path/to/ouroboros/src
python plot_figures.py
python generate_table.py
```

A.6 Evaluation and expected result
All the models and outputs are stored in /ouroboros/results. Deliverable figures are stored in /ouroboros/imgs. Numerical results for the table are printed in the terminal.

For figure 9, we expect the reproduced accuracy (y-axis) to remain similar, but the time (x-axis) may be different.

For figure 10, we expect the reproduced results to have the same relative performance as in the figure. But the concrete running time may be different.

For table 11, we expect all the numbers to remain similar.